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Abstract—In most blockchain-based application scenarios, a complete application logic consists of multiple continuous transactions, in which the initiation of one transaction depends on the confirmation result of the previous one. This mandates that continuous transactions must be processed in the correct order. Unfortunately, existing chain-based blockchains fail to effectively support continuous transaction processing due to considerable latency in confirming continuous transactions. Recent studies shifted from chain-based blockchains to Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based blockchains, which reduced transaction confirmation latencies. However, DAG-based blockchains store transactions in an out-of-order manner that leads to unordered transaction processing. To address this challenge, we propose FLUID, a new DAG-based blockchain that supports continuous transaction processing while delivering high performance. The fundamental idea of FLUID is to design a transaction dependency tracking structure to ensure that continuous transactions can be processed in the correct order. FLUID utilizes a conflict resolution mechanism to provide instant confirmation and to support concurrent transaction processing with lower latencies. In addition, FLUID builds a checkpoint-based verification mechanism to achieve deterministic consensus on transaction processing results in the DAG. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed FLUID can improve the throughput over state-of-the-art OHIE by 66% with two orders of magnitude lower latencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the decentralized, tamper-proof and highly robust nature, the blockchain technology can reach agreements on the transaction processing results from different parties without the need of any trusted intermediaries, thereby supporting trusted applications built on top of it [1]. Many distributed applications such as data trading [2], [3], supply chain management [4], [5], and healthcare [6] have attempted to adopt the blockchain technology to support more robust application logic. A complete application logic of a blockchain-based application consists of multiple continuous transactions that are clearly ordered, interdependent, and committed interactively by participants. For instance, in a data trading application, a complete application logic involving two parties includes three continuous transactions, in which the initiation of one transaction depends on the previous one. This mandates that continuous transactions must be processed in the correct order as depicted in Fig. 1(a), the interaction between the buyer and the seller goes through the following steps: (1) $TX^1$: the buyer submits a purchase request; (2) $TX^2$: the seller delivers the data; (3) $TX^3$: the buyer confirms payment. These continuous transactions must be processed in the correct order as depicted in Fig. 1(b), otherwise, any transaction loss or error will destroy the correctness and completeness of the entire data trading. Compared with cryptocurrency transfer transactions, continuous transactions have two unique characteristics: (1) Transaction processing is done interactively...

Fig. 1. Transaction processing for data trading scenario. $Balance_B$ indicates the buyer’s ledger balance. $Balance_S$ indicates the seller’s ledger balance.
We implement and evaluate FLUID, whose experimental evaluations demonstrate its feasibility and superior efficiency. Extensive experiments demonstrate the potential conflicts and designs a checkpoint-based consistency verification mechanism to guarantee data consistency across nodes.

We implement and evaluate FLUID, whose experimental results demonstrate its feasibility and superior efficiency. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed FLUID can improve the throughput over the state-of-the-art OHIE by 66% with two orders of magnitude lower latency.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present the background and related work in Section II. Section III gives a system overview of FLUID. Section IV describes the detailed design of the FLUID. Section V presents the implementation of FLUID and the experimental evaluations. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce existing blockchain storage models and how they relate to transaction processing. Next, we briefly describe some related works on blockchain applications and system optimizations for chain-based and DAG-based storage models. Finally, we compare FLUID with existing approaches to demonstrate FLUID’s superiority in terms of processing continuous transactions.

Fig. 2. Processing latency of continuous transactions in the chain-based blockchain storage model.

by multiple participants, and transaction execution has a definite sequential relationship because there are dependencies between transactions, e.g., $TX^2$ is committed by the seller based on the buyer’s $TX^1$. (2) There is an intermediate state, which means that the application logic is not yet complete and does not change the state of the ledger. For example, $TX^1$, $TX^2$ are intermediate states, and their execution results in no modification to the ledger. Intermediate state may have an impact on atomic property during the initiation and interactive processing phases of continuous transactions, as peer nodes are unable to identify conflicts between intermediate state transactions, resulting in the possibility of transactions being recorded in the ledger that cannot be executed or should not be executed. To ensure the correct and complete application logic, blockchain systems must be able to support continuous transaction processing.

However, existing chain-based blockchain systems fail to effectively support continuous transaction processing. Since the initiation of a transaction needs to wait for the confirmation of the previous transaction when processing continuous transactions, multiple continuous transactions within the same application logic will be stored in separate blocks in the chain-based model. This, however, leads to substantial latency that significantly affects the efficiency of completing the application logic. We evaluated the latency of the data trading process in Fig. 1(a) in a chain-based blockchain (average block confirmation interval 3 s, up to 3000 transactions per block). As shown in Fig. 2, the average processing latency of continuous transactions grows substantially with the increasing number of transactions, which is not affordable in real-world blockchain applications.

Recent studies shifted from chain-based blockchains toward Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based blockchains [7], [8], [9], which significantly reduces the transaction confirmation latency. Specifically, transactions in DAG-based blockchains can be directly appended to the DAG without the need for packaging into a block, showing greater promise than chain-based blockchains in supporting efficient transaction processing.

However, DAG-based blockchains still face several key challenges. First, how can sequential and interactive properties of continuous transactions be achieved? DAG transactions have no sequential relationships as they are arbitrarily appended to the blockchain and are out of order. Second, how can the atomic property be achieved, where the system is required to have a uniquely determined record of the intermediate state? Since the intermediate state does not change the ledger state, it can lead to conflicting transactions being committed in a weak consistency environment. Third, how do we guarantee the ultimate certainty of the transaction set to ensure consistency among DAG nodes?

To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose FLUID, a DAG-based blockchain that enables efficient continuous transaction processing. The main idea is to design a transaction dependency tracking structure in a DAG-based blockchain that forces continuous transactions to satisfy sequential relationships according to dependencies. To avoid conflicting intermediate states, we first set up a conflict resolution mechanism that uses the trusted miners of the chain-based blockchain to perform conflict resolution before transactions are submitted. Meanwhile, intermediate state transactions are not verified by nodes, conflicting transactions are finalized by participants, and invalid transactions will not be accepted by the system. To obtain a consistent set of transactions, we design a checkpoint-based consistency verification mechanism using deterministic consensus in chain-based blockchain systems. In particular, although we extend the DAG vertices from individual transactions to a dependency tracking structure, since we do not change the logical structure of the DAG ledger, they are still one transaction, which allows different application transactions to coexist in one system.

In summary, our main contributions in this paper are as follows:

- We are the first to formally define and characterize continuous transactions in blockchain systems. We design a dependency tracking structure that forces continuous transactions to be committed, executed, and stored in the correct order in DAG-based blockchains.
- We propose a conflict resolution mechanism that resolves potential conflicts and designs a checkpoint-based consistency verification mechanism to guarantee data consistency across nodes.
- We implement and evaluate FLUID, whose experimental results demonstrate its feasibility and superior efficiency. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed FLUID can improve the throughput over the state-of-the-art OHIE by 66% with two orders of magnitude lower latency.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present the background and related work in Section II. Section III gives a system overview of FLUID. Section IV describes the detailed design of the FLUID. Section V presents the implementation of FLUID and the experimental evaluations. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
A. Blockchain Storage Model and Transaction Processing

The blockchain storage model not only defines the data structure of transactions but also determines the entire blockchain data flow. The blockchain data flow generally includes the phase of transaction data being appended to the chain via verification and consensus, as well as the phase of transactions being processed by each node. The order in which transactions are appended to the chain determines the order in which they are processed by each node.

**Chain-based storage models:** The chain-based storage model groups transaction data into separate blocks connected by hash pointers. The blockchain maintains the updating state generated by executing a collection of transactions in each block. As shown in Fig. 3(a), after a peer initiates a transaction based on the current state, the transaction waits to be packed into a block. Once the block containing the transaction is committed, the transaction can be processed according to its storage order in the block.

Although the chain-based storage model achieves highly robust data storage, it also has some drawbacks in terms of supporting efficient transaction processing:

**Unacceptable transaction confirmation latency:** In the chain-based storage model, transactions are confirmed in blocks, and the confirmation latency of a transaction is approximately equal to that of a block $t_B$, as shown in Fig. 3. Each block needs to be verified by the consensus algorithm, which requires complex computations or multiple rounds of communication, leading to a high block confirmation latency. For instance, Bitcoin [10] that adopts Proof-of-Work (PoW) has an average block confirmation interval of up to 10 minutes. Some blockchain systems using Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) consensus algorithms have relatively small latencies yet still reach the second level, such as EOS [11], with a block confirmation interval of three seconds.

The crux of the problem is that the chain-based blockchain storage model commits and processes transactions on a block-by-block basis, which indicates that continuous transactions must go through several block cycles.

**DAG-based storage models:** The DAG-based storage model serves as an alternative to enable fast transaction confirmation. The classical DAG-based blockchain storage model employs a directed acyclic graph structure based on the tangle protocol [7], where transactions constitute the set of vertices. When a node submits a new transaction, it must select the two previous transactions for validation and reference them by building directed edges. If a vertex $v$ has a path to a vertex $u$ through the directed edges, it means that $v$ indirectly verifies the validity of $u$. Once a node finds a transaction that conflicts with the tangle history, the node will not approve the conflicting transaction in a direct or indirect manner and invalidate it. The submitted transactions can be processed instantly without waiting to be packed into blocks, thereby reducing transaction confirmation latency $t_P$. This makes the $t_P$ in Fig. 3 significantly smaller than $t_B$. This storage model thus shows promise in supporting the processing of highly concurrent transactions.

However, the DAG-based storage model that appends transactions in parallel also has the following drawback:

**Unordered transaction storage:** Some transactions without reference relationships in the DAG do not have a strict sequence in terms of storage. This may lead to two issues when processing these transactions: 1) they are processed in different orders at different nodes, and 2) they are mutually unverifiable since there is no reference relationship between them. As shown in Fig. 3(b), $TX_3^1$ is issued after $TX_1^1$, yet there is no storage order between $TX_1^1$ and $TX_1^1$ in the DAG since they have no reference relationship. If $TX_1^1$ and $TX_3^1$ belong to the same application logic, $TX_3^1$ should be processed after $TX_1^1$. However, their unordered storage causes nodes to process them in an unfixed order, which breaches the correct application logic. Besides, when processing $TX_3^1$, nodes have no means to locate $TX_1^1$ via references for verification.

Even though the DAG-based blockchain storage model is not yet capable of reliably handling continuous transactions, it is naturally low-latency, which provides good prerequisites for supporting a wider range of application scenarios. Its unordered transaction storage issue can be corrected by additional means.

B. Related Work

Many researchers employ blockchain to reinvent applications that lack a foundation of trust, such as data trading [2, 3], supply chain [4, 5], privacy protection [6, 20, 21], and new computing paradigm [22, 23, 24]. A wide range of application scenarios containing continuous transactions are the focus of this paper, and they all include a complete application logic involving multiple parties. Moreover, improving the overall efficiency of completing application logic is a critical issue in most scenarios.

The above works are implemented based on a general single-chain system, and we have discussed the shortcomings of this
In recent years, many efforts have been made to optimize the performance of chain-based storage models. Some works have been done to obtain better system performance and balance security by designing more advanced consensus algorithms [12], [25], [26], [27]. Meanwhile, some works [16], [28], [29], [30], [31] propose lightweight storage solutions to effectively reduce storage overhead and improve scalability. To enable more efficient transaction processing, some works [32], [33], [34], [35], [36] utilize modern multi-core advantages to improve the concurrency of execution to accelerate transaction processing. However, they ignore the application logic implied in transaction processing. Limited by the serial structure of the chain-based storage model, these existing efforts face unacceptable efficiency problems when processing continuous transactions.

To resolve the inefficiency of chain-based storage models, many researchers have focused on DAG-based blockchain storage models in recent years. Typical DAG-based storage model defines each vertex in a DAG as a transaction (e.g., IOTA [7], ByteBall [8], Nano [9]). This has the advantage of enhancing the parallelism of transaction processing, thereby yielding lower processing latency compared to chain-based blockchains. However, such a scheme makes the blockchain data storage out of full order, which makes linear data validation difficult. To ensure the ordered data storage, some works utilize blocks as each vertex in the DAG and extend the conventional consensus algorithms adopted by chain-based blockchains. Conflux [13] and OHIE [14] extend the chain-based storage model and process multiple concurrent blocks to improve the system throughput. They can confirm the full order of data through a unified ordering algorithm. However, their transaction commitment still needs to wait for block packing and a complex mining process, which still suffers from high confirmation latency. DAG-Rider [37] proposes an asynchronous Byzantine atomic broadcast protocol in two layers, where the second layer performs a full ordering of the proposals in the DAG. Occam [15] proposes a scheme that adaptively changes the DAG concurrency according to the transaction demand in the network. However, as discussed before, current DAG-based storage models could not directly apply to application scenarios that contain continuous transactions. Nezha [38] optimizes transaction processing towards DAG-based storage models. It only improves the performance of concurrent transaction processing yet ignores the support for continuous transaction processing.

Table I presents a comparison of some representative blockchain systems with our work. To sum up, existing research efforts neglect the continuous transactions that may be included in many application logic and the relationship between the blockchain storage model and transaction processing. By contrast, this paper presents FLUID, enabling efficient continuous transaction processing in DAG-based blockchains. Compared to OHIE systems, it maintains the dependencies between continuous transactions and can process them with millisecond latency in terms of continuous transaction processing.

### III. FLUID OVERVIEW

#### A. Design Goals

We design FLUID with the following design goals:

- **Supporting sequential, interactive processing of continuous transactions:** In order to reliably handle application logic that contains continuous transactions, we need to ensure in the new design that continuous transactions can be committed and processed sequentially and interactively, making it satisfy the sequential and dependency properties.

- **Ensure atomicity of continuous transaction processing:** We need to avoid conflicting intermediate states being finalized in the new design.

- **Supporting low latency continuous transaction processing:** While meeting the need to reliably process continuous transactions, we need to ensure that the new design would provide superior continuous transaction processing performance. It should be a significant performance improvement over existing chain-based solutions.

- **Improving data consistency:** Data consistency in DAG-based blockchain is weak, nodes in the system should be able to make fast and accurate verification of the consistency of local data with other peers.

#### B. Notations

To introduce the FLUID solution design in a more concrete and visual way, we place FLUID in the application scenario of data trading.
Participants: The main participants in the system can be grouped into three categories, which contain the inherent roles of the underlying system and the participants of the data trading application:

- Access node ($N_A$), the buyer in a data trading. It is the initiator of data trading by submitting data requests to other resource nodes.
- Resource node ($N_R$), the seller in a data trading. It keeps some data resources and will respond to access requests submitted by $N_A$.
- Verification node ($N_V$), peer node in the blockchain system. It is not a participant in data trading, but supervises the data trading process of $N_A$ and $N_R$ to guarantee the consistency of the data.

Note that, for an entity node, it may belong to more than one of the above node types at the same time.

Transaction symbols: In the data trading scenario, we assume that a data trading contains three transactions $T_{Req}$, $T_{Resp}$, $T_{ACK}$, which denote data request, data reply, and transaction confirmation, respectively. Meanwhile, we use $TX^r_m$ to denote a specific transaction, and subscripts are the label of the continuous transaction, having the same subscript means they belong to the same continuous transaction. The superscript indicates the sequential relationship of the transactions. For example, $TX^2_1$ denotes $T_{Resp}$ in a data trading with number 1.

C. System Overview

To achieve the design goals, FLUID re-structured the DAG-based blockchain ledger so that it could provide more efficient continuous transaction processing while retaining the original blockchain features. Fig. 4 shows an overview of FLUID, which contains the core modules designed for the key challenges, as well as an illustration of the workflow in a data trading scenario.

In order to achieve reliable and efficient processing of continuous transactions in a disordered DAG model and to avoid conflicts as much as possible, a dependency tracking structure is designed. It redefines the structure of vertices in the DAG, where interdependent continuous transactions replace individual blockchain transactions. Based on this structure, the acknowledgment of the intermediate state during interaction is delayed, and nodes do not perform immediate acknowledgment of the intermediate state transactions. To avoid conflicts between transactions, we design a TCG-based conflict resolution mechanisms that listen for new transactions and maintain a state lock to validate and block potentially conflicting transactions for submission to the network. To compensate for the weak data consistency of the DAG system, FLUID synchronizes data through checkpoint transactions. Checkpoints are constructed based on a local checksum at a specific moment in time, through which nodes can lightly and quickly discover differences between replicas.

Continuous transaction processing workflow: As shown in Fig. 4, the workflow of FLUID in data trading scenarios can be summarized in the following steps:

1. **Transaction initiation**: A node $N_A$ first constructs a transaction $T_{Req}$ to obtain the data owned by $N_R$ and forward it to the trusted consensus group. The miners will verify the validity of the transaction and forward the valid transaction to the peers.
2. **Transaction processing**: $N_R$ and $N_A$ will process transactions based on the $T_{Req}$ and $T_{Resp}$ they received. The peers will update the state based on the results of these transactions.
3. **Consistency verification**: The leading miners will periodically initiate checkpoint transactions, and $N_V$ will perform deterministic consensus on the DAG data digests in the checkpoint transactions based on the consensus algorithm.

IV. FLUID DESIGN

In this section, we expand on the design ideas and details of the solution for FLUID and how it addresses the three challenges in Section I.

A. Dependency Tracking Structure

As discussed in the previous section, the obvious problem of DAG-based blockchain is that the transaction data structure cannot manifest the dependencies between continuous transactions, and the storage of transactions in the DAG is out-of-order. To enable continuous transaction processing, we need a mechanism to keep track of dependencies between continuous transactions.

Strawman design: Although the commit of transactions in DAG-based is unordered, we can record the relative order of continuous transactions with dependency tracking. Specifically, if any transaction includes the information of which transaction it depends on, any node processing the transactions in the blockchain would buffer it until its dependencies are satisfied.

However, the strawman design may introduce other problems, potential intermediate state conflicts may undermine the atomicity of continuous transactions:

Example 1: As shown in Fig. 5, after the buyer submits the purchase information $TX^1_1$, the seller might submit conflicting $TX^2_1$ and $TX^3_1$. Since these two transactions do not affect the ledger state at the current moment, there is no conflict in transaction content between $TX^1_1$ and $TX^3_1$, and they can be acknowledged by nodes in the ledger. However, the buyer will...
only process one of them. If the buyer chooses to confirm $TX_1^{2'}$, $TX_2^{2'}$ submitted to the ledger will not be confirmed and also cannot be discarded. Hence, the submission of $TX_1^{2'}$ breaks atomicity.

In addition, the absence of a single record that points to a continuous transaction as a whole makes data records trivial, which brings additional challenges for data auditing and retrieval. The above problems motivate us to explore better solutions.

Based on the above analysis, we get two insights: (1) Intermediate state transactions can be suspended for an acknowledgment after they are committed to the system. (2) In addition to introducing basic dependency tracking information, the storage continuity of continuous transactions should be ensured, i.e., keeping interdependent continuous transactions concatenated.

Since dependency tracking information is usually represented by the hash of the dependent transaction, and the vertices of the DAG are also linked by hashes (i.e., edges in the DAG), we could reorganize the structure of the DAG by directly using dependency tracking information as the edges between vertices. However, we cannot rely on only one type of edge to connect vertices since a newly committed transaction does not depend on other transactions in the DAG. Thus, we follow the edges in the original DAG-based blockchain to verify the vertex (i.e., committed transaction) being connected. Besides, according to the first insight, we stipulate that any vertex in an intermediate state cannot be chosen to connect with until the continuous transactions are completed. By combining the above ideas, we design a novel DAG topology as shown in Fig. 6(a). The DAG topology of FLUID is composed as follows:

**Vertex:** One vertex consists of complete continuous transactions, where the continuous transactions are forcibly linked together by dependency tracking information. It is a logical-level vertex that may contain multiple transactions rather than a single transaction in existing DAG-based blockchains. Taking data trading as an example, a DAG vertex consists of $T_{Req}$, $T_{Resp}$, $T_{ACK}$, which are concatenated together through dependent hashes, such as $TX_1^1$, $TX_2^2$, $TX_3^3$ in Fig. 6(a). Besides, continuous transactions that have not yet satisfied atomicity cannot be regarded as vertices, such as $TX_1^4$ and $TX_2^5$, $TX_3^2$ in the figure.

**Edge:** There are two types of edges in FLUID, one links continuous transactions and another links DAG vertices. The edges between DAG vertices are created by nodes randomly selecting two vertices to verify when a new transaction is committed. The edges of continuous transactions are deterministic, and they represent the dependencies between continuous transactions.

Notice that the DAG vertices in FLUID are formed by the participants during the interaction rather than being submitted together at some point. Besides, since continuous transactions in intermediate states do not constitute DAG vertices, they are not acknowledged by peers. Therefore, one important difference between our design and the DAG topology that does not incorporate a dependency tracking structure is the timing of the acknowledgement of intermediate states. As shown in Fig. 6(a), $TX_2^{1'}$ will be acknowledged after $TX_3^{1}$ is committed. $TX_2^{1'}$ that conflict with it will be discarded without affecting the atomicity of continuous transactions.

In Fig. 6(b), we give an example of a dependency tracking structure in a data trading scenario. $T_{Req}$ denotes a data trading request submitted by the buyer. $T_{Resp}$ denotes the response from the seller. $T_{ACK}$ denotes the trade confirmation submitted by the buyer. They express the dependencies between transactions via hashes. Note that after the final confirmation of continuous transactions, the summary of continuous transactions needs to be concatenated to obtain a summary of the entire transaction, as in Fig. 6(b) with $TxHash = H(T_{ACK}) + ReqHash + RespHash$.

It is important to note that the dependency tracking structure only determines the edges between continuous transactions.
within a vertex and does not affect the edges between vertices. The dependency tracking structure can be customized based on the application logic to meet the transaction dependencies in various scenarios. The principle of the dependency tracking structure is that there must be a starting transaction (e.g., a data request in data trading) and an ending transaction (e.g., a transaction confirmation in data trading) that summarizes the dependency tracking structure so that it is consistent with other continuous transactions in the DAG ledger.

For example, in a scenario with one buyer and multiple sellers [23, 24], user purchase data from different sellers for federated processing. The following dependency tracking structure described in Fig. 6(c) can be designed based on this application logic, which matches the transaction dependencies in the one-to-many trading scenario can satisfy the order of interactions between nodes. Thus, buyer and sellers can submit request, return data, and confirm trading based on this dependency tracking structure.

Therefore, different DAG vertices can be designed according to the application requirements as a way to support multiple application logic.

B. Continuous Transaction Processing in FLUID

After introducing FLUID’s dependency tracking structure, this subsection will focus on how FLUID can resolve conflicts and interactively complete continuous transaction processing.

1) TCG-Based Conflict Resolution Mechanism: Conflicts caused by intermediate state can occur during the initial commit phase of a continuous transaction or during interaction processing. The dependency tracking structure resolves potential intermediate state conflicts during interaction processing because it avoids immediate validation of intermediate state transactions. However, the current design still has the potential for conflicts at the beginning of a transaction, which affects atomicity. We give the following example to explain this problem:

Example 2: Take the example of a data trading where a user with a balance of 10 initiates two simultaneous purchase requests with an overhead of 10. For the blockchain node, the purchase request does not reduce the user’s balance until it has been executed. Therefore, both requests are valid when verifying the transaction. However, only one of these two requests should be submitted. Therefore, under the influence of the intermediate state, the potentially conflicting transaction is confirmed on the ledger. However, the potential conflict will eventually occur. For the above example, both sellers of the trade may have provided resources, yet the user can only complete one trade. From a transaction processing point of view, one of the trading actions cannot be completed, but the seller has executed the transaction as it should have, which breaks the atomicity.

Therefore, we need a mechanism to resolve this potential conflict in transaction initiation phase.

The dependency tracking structure cleverly avoids the potential conflict of intermediate state transactions during the interaction. Notice that we do not actually set out to resolve the conflict after it occurs, but rather to avoid it. We would like to continue this line of thinking. The point is that once the potentially conflicting transaction described above is committed, the outcome of the conflict seems inevitable. Therefore, it occurred to us that we could listen for and discover these potentially conflicting transactions before they are committed to the DAG system, and prevent them from being committed to the respective system nodes. The remaining question is who should perform this task. Obviously, it is difficult for all peer nodes to do this job together, which would add an additional data synchronization challenge to the system. However, having a node or set of nodes specified in advance would undermine the reliability of the system. It occurs to us that the miner selection algorithm gives us a third option, where we can plug part of the chain-based blockchain’s capabilities into FLUID in the form of a plug-in and use its miner selection algorithm to obtain a Trusted Consensus Group (TCG) of trusted miners who can perform this listening task. We have chosen the Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) miner election algorithm [11, 39] in FLUID to obtain a rotating group of trusted miners by node voting. All nodes in the system can participate in miner voting and election. The set of nodes that receive the most votes will become the miners.

Specifically, the process of submitting a data trading request to FLUID can be divided into two phases, transaction initiation and transaction submission. The specific scheme is as follows:

Transaction initiation: As described in Section II, when $N_A$ initiates a new transaction $T_{Req}$, $N_A$ fills the payload with the transaction content and randomly selects two complete transactions from the DAG for validation, and finally signs the $T_{Req}$.

Transaction submission: Transactions initiated by $N_A$ are not immediately broadcast to the DAG network, but are listened to by the trusted consensus group and verified for potential conflicts. In order to verify transactions, the miner must know the current available balance of each node in the network, so a method is needed to keep track of transactions that have currently been submitted by the miner but have not yet completed. It occurs to us that the balance occupied by these outstanding transactions can be locked, i.e., a status lock can be cached to record the balance occupation. The value of the locked balance represents the unavailable portion of the current account balance. Therefore, the actual available balance equals the account balance minus the locked balance. With the above conditions in place, all that remains is to get the miner nodes to agree on the validity of the submitted transaction and then submit this transaction.

As shown in Fig. 7, after Alice constructs a transaction $T_{Req}$, she submits the transaction to the leading miner $N_{V_1}$ in the trusted consensus group. $N_{V_1}$ will verify if the transaction expense exceeds the available account balance and sign the

---

**Fig. 7.** Transaction initiation and submission.
verification result (valid or not), then forward the transaction and account state to other miners ($N_{V_2}$ to $N_{V_m}$ shown in Fig. 7). Other miners will calculate the local account state based on the transaction content and compare it with the data sent from $N_{V_1}$. If the local state meets the transaction submission condition and is consistent with the leading miner’s state, the transaction will be signed as a valid transaction. Otherwise, it will be signed as an invalid transaction. Each miner returns the verification result to $N_{V_1}$, and $N_{V_1}$ will count the verification results received from other miners. When at least 2/3 of the miners regard the transaction as valid, $N_{V_1}$ packages the signed verification result and the transaction and then broadcasts it to the DAG network. The other miners will update the state of the local locked accounts accordingly. If the transaction is verified as invalid, $N_{V_1}$ will roll back the local account state and return a submission failure message to $N_A$ with the signed result from other miners.

2) Interactive Continuous Transaction Processing: An example of node interaction based on the dependency tracking structure of data trading is given in Fig. 8(b): (1) At time $t_1$, the buyer submits a request $TX_1^3(T_{Req})$ to the trusted consensus group in the FLUID, and the transaction is broadcast in the FLUID after verification. (2) At time $t_2$, the seller submits the reply message $TX_2^3(T_{Resp})$ of the data trading based on the received request $TX_1^3$. (3) At time $t_3$, the buyer verifies the reply $TX_3^3$ based on the received reply $TX_2^3$ and submits the confirmation message $TX_3^3(T_{ACK})$ of the trading. (4) At time $t_4$, the buyer submits another trading request $TX_6^3$. Although $TX_4^3$ is submitted to the DAG ledger, it has not yet received a response from the seller. This continuous transaction has not been finally confirmed, so other nodes will not select it for validation approval when initiating new transaction requests. Notice that all nodes can quickly verify the validity of transactions during node interactions based on the dependency tracking structure. Transactions that do not satisfy the interaction order will be discarded.

To ensure the liveness of transaction processing, a timeout mechanism needs to be set. For $T_{Req}$ or $T_{Resp}$ that are not processed within the time limit, the subsequent transactions will be constructed and committed by the node that initiates $T_{Req}$ or $T_{Resp}$ to ensure the integrity of transaction processing.

Due to the interactive nature of continuous transactions, the atomic property of continuous transactions is not broken even if there is a conflicting intermediate state of the transaction. In the case of a conflicting $T_{Resp}$, $N_A$ will select a valid record to reply to based on the information received. Because these conflicting intermediate states are not verified by the peer nodes as blockchain transactions, only the continuous transactions confirmed by $T_{ACK}$ are valid, and the other intermediate states will be discarded. So these intermediate states do not break the atomic property of continuous transactions.

C. Checkpoint-Based Consistency Verification

A significant problem with transaction processing based on the DAG-based blockchain is the weak data consistency. As discussed earlier, the validity of transaction submission is determined by the joint verification of miners. However, if the data consistency between miners is weak, the verification results will inevitably be affected. Therefore, a means to enhance the data consistency is required. To reach system-wide data agreement, we need two key methods: (1) A fast way to check the dissimilarity of two pieces of data. (2) A deterministic consensus method between multiple nodes for one piece of data. The first of these is to provide a basic consistency verification method for the second point.

First, we need a method to verify the data consistency of two DAG ledgers. Compared to chain-based ledgers, verifying the data consistency of DAG ledgers has a tricky problem: it has many branching paths that need to be verified. A one-by-one validation approach would be contrary to the original design intent of the DAG-based blockchain. The approach should be as efficient and lightweight as possible. Our first thought is to compress the information of DAG vertices and edges. A simple idea is that we can organize the vertices without edges pointing to it at a given moment in a Merkle-tree. But the problem is that any vertex that does not have an edge pointing to it may have many paths to the initial vertex of the DAG, so how to specify the path information in the compressed information? And, unlike a chain-based ledger, we cannot find a fixed frequency to encompass all DAG vertices. We note that vertices have one or two directed edges pointing to other vertices. Based on the idea of recursion, as long as the information contained in the vertices pointed by the directed edges of any vertex is consistent, then we only need to compare the consistency of the current node to get the consistency of a subset of data in the DAG. We only need to perform the above verification for all vertices that do not have edges pointing to them at some point to get the difference between the two copies of the DAG. This is like an accumulation of information, where the later submitted vertices continuously
Note that we define $\mathcal{H}$ as the checksum of $TX_i$ calculated in Fig. 9. $\mathcal{H}(TX_i) = \mathcal{H}(\mathcal{C}_L(TX_i) + \mathcal{C}_R(TX_i))$ (1)

where $\mathcal{C}_L(TX)$ and $\mathcal{C}_R(TX)$ denote the checksum of $L_N$ and $R_N$, respectively. $\mathcal{C}(TX)$ denotes the checksum of $TX$. $\mathcal{H}(TX)$ denotes the hash of $TX$.

$C(L_N) = \{C(L_N) | L_N \neq 0 \}$
$C(R_N) = \{C(R_N) | R_N \neq 0 \}$

For each confirmed transaction, peers need to compute and maintain the checksums of $L_N$ and $R_N$ connected to the current transaction as well as its own checksum. The checksum of the current transaction represents a summary of the data on its preorder path.

Example 3: Suppose there is a difference in the DAG data of two nodes, as shown in Fig. 9. Transactions $TX_2$ and $TX_3$ in Fig. 9 and (b) are different for some reasons. The checksum of $TX_3$ calculated in Fig. 9(a) is

$$C(TX_3) = \mathcal{H}(\mathcal{C}_L(TX_3) + \mathcal{C}_R(TX_3) + \mathcal{H}(TX_3))$$

while the checksum of $TX_3$ calculated in Fig. 9(b) is

$$C(TX_3) = \mathcal{H}(\mathcal{C}_L(TX_3) + \mathcal{C}_R(TX_3) + \mathcal{H}(TX_3))$$

The color in Fig. 9 indicates the range of data inconsistency. It can be observed that the checksums of transactions directly or indirectly referencing $TX_2$ on the DAG path are different between Fig. 9(a) and (b). The checksums on the left or right side lead to the path’s direction where the data inconsistency occurs.

Based on the checksum, for each vertex of the DAG ledger, each peer node has a piece of information about its path. Combining this with the initial idea of fusing the checksums of vertices that do not have edges pointing to them at a certain moment, and comparing this information, one can quickly get whether the two ledgers agree or not.

The remaining question is how to reach deterministic consensus on a single DAG data across multiple nodes. We introduce the miner selection algorithm in chain-based blockchain as a way to obtain trusted miners when dealing with potential intermediate state conflicts during continuous transaction submission. Clearly, this miner selection algorithm acts as a plug-in to FLUID. Moreover, we can still leverage the miner nodes and consensus algorithms to facilitate the data consistency verification process. What they agree on is a blockchain transaction that incorporates the vertex checksum information, which we call a checkpoint transaction as shown in Fig. 10(a). We apply (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) (PBFT) consensus algorithm [40] in FLUID among the set of miners. The submission and consensus process of a checkpoint transaction is as follows:

Checkpoint transaction submission process: Miners in the trusted consensus group will periodically initiate checkpoint transactions as shown in Fig. 10(b). The checkpoint transaction contains the hash of unverified transactions in the current DAG, the checksum of those transactions computed by the miner, the hash of the checkpoint transaction, and the signature of the miner. When a checkpoint transaction is proposed, the miner checks the unverified transactions in its DAG view and packs
the hashes of those transactions along with their checksums into a checkpoint transaction. The miner broadcasts the checkpoint transaction to other miners and completes a three-stage PBFT consensus against the checkpoint transaction. Peers compare the checksums of transactions in the checkpoint with their local computation to ensure that the DAG data to be determined is consistent with their local data. If a block containing checkpoint transactions passes the verification of the consensus algorithm, all transactions contained in the checkpoint transaction and their previous transactions are determined.

Discussion 1: security. In checkpoint-based consistency verification mechanism, whether the checksum is secure or not is vital to the effectiveness of the mechanism. The design of FLUID does not change the consensus algorithm underlying the blockchain system. Therefore, FLUID inherits the security properties of blockchain. Potential security issues with checksums can occur in two parts of the process, i.e., checksum generation and verification.

In the process of checksum generation, the checksum is calculated locally by each node in FLUID based on the transaction data appended in the DAG ledger. Therefore, the checksum generation process is tied to the generation process of the DAG ledger data. According to the design of the tangle protocol, it is impossible for a malicious node to manipulate the generation of the DAG ledger as long as it cannot outperform the sum of the capabilities of other nodes in the network.

In the process of checksum validation, a set of trusted miners validate against checkpoint transactions. The set of miners and the miners responsible for initiating the verification proposal at a given time slot are generated by the DPoS algorithm, which dynamically maintains a set of miners through voting elections. The verification of the checksum in the checkpoint is done by the miners running the PBFT consensus algorithm in the current time period. It is known that checksums in honest nodes cannot be manipulated by malicious nodes. The security of the checksum validation process is tied to the DPoS and PBFT algorithms. As long as the nodes performing consensus satisfy the security assumptions of the PBFT protocol, i.e., the number of honest miner nodes is greater than 2/3 of the total number of miners, the checksum verification process cannot be manipulated by malicious nodes.

Discussion 2: potential overhead. Referring to the analysis in tangle [7], the expected value of the number of new unvalidated transactions tends to zero when a node proposes a transaction, with the typical value of unvalidated transactions ($L_0$) in the current system

$$L_0 \approx \frac{\lambda h(L_0, N)}{\ln 2} \approx 1.44\lambda h(L_0, N) \tag{3}$$

where $\lambda$ is the rate of the transaction input stream and $h(L_0, N)$ is the average time required for a node to send a transaction with a total of $N$ transactions and $L_0$ unverified transactions in the system. This means that the storage and validation overhead of checkpoints does not grow indefinitely.

In summary, to ensure the consistency of DAG data, the peers in FLUID will compute and maintain the checksum of transactions, and complete the verification of checkpoint transactions based on the checksum, using the deterministic consensus of the chain-based blockchain system to guarantee the deterministic view of transaction records.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate FLUID through several sets of experiments to understand its continuous transaction processing performance and verification latency. We mainly focus on the following questions.

- How does FLUID perform in terms of throughput and latency when dealing with workloads that contain a large number of continuous transactions?
- How does FLUID perform in terms of checkpoint-based consistency verification?

Implementation: We implement the prototype of FLUID in Golang, as shown in Fig. 4. We implement a dependency tracking structure for continuous transactions, and we employ the random algorithm for the selection of preorder transactions. We extend the TCG-based conflict resolution mechanism on top of EOS [11], which consists of PBFT and DPoS protocols. We specify the miners in the initial state through a configuration file, where the leading miner is responsible for block packing and committing, as well as verifying transactions. We simulate the requests initiated by $N_4$ based on Apache Bench\(^1\) scripts, and automate the transaction process. In the above system, nodes communicate with each other through a web interface based on the HTTP protocol.

Baseline: We evaluate the performance of FLUID against two baselines: EOS [11], which is one of the representative chain-based blockchain systems and employs a hybrid consensus algorithm (i.e., DPoS + PBFT) to achieve deterministic block generation time and total order; OHIE [14], a state-of-the-art DAG-based blockchain, runs multiple Nakamoto consensus instances to enable miners to propose blocks in parallel based on the PoW algorithm. For fairness, both EOS and OHIE are implemented using the same program language and libraries, and they maintain the same transaction data structure as FLUID. Furthermore, we use the same workloads to evaluate them.

A. Experimental Setup

Testbed and setup: We conduct our experiments on Aliyun ECS. We use four instances of ecs.s6-c1m2.large\(^2\), each of which contains 2 vCPUs and 4 GB memory, with a network bandwidth of 0.2 Gbit/s between nodes. For the FLUID and the EOS, we deploy 6 consensus nodes and 6 storage nodes. In FLUID, each instance runs two DAG-based model programs in an additional process. For OHIE, we deploy 12 nodes, who perform block mining on three chains in parallel.

Workloads: We simulate trading between nodes based on randomly generated trading requests and responses. The size of the workload is 10 K transactions, with an average data request field size of 457 B and an average response field size of 680 B. We use Apache Bench to stress test the system. It simulates

---

\(^1\)https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/programs/ab.html
access nodes $N_A$ to launch data trading requests to the system’s web interface without interruption based on script parameters. To standardize the test conditions, we utilize the same workloads to test FLUID and the two baselines. The interactive process of the workloads: $N_A$ submits $T_{Req}$ to the system. $N_R$ receives $T_{Req}$ signs it and returns $T_{Resp}$. $N_A$ verifies the signature and returns $T_{ACK}$.

**Metrics:** We evaluate the performance of FLUID and baselines by using the following metrics: (i) **Throughput.** We measure the average number of continuous transactions that the system can process per second. (ii) **Latency.** We measure a) the latency of $T_{Req}$ from being submitted to being received by nodes, b) the latency of continuous transaction processing, i.e., the average latency between $T_{Req}$ and $T_{ACK}$, and c) the latency of verifying checksums in checkpoint transactions. (iii) **Storage overhead.** We evaluate the storage overhead of checkpoint-based mechanism.

## B. Experimental Results

1) **Overall Performance:** Fig. 11 shows the system throughput and latency of FLUID and the baselines when processing continuous transactions. We can see that FLUID is able to achieve a throughput improvement of more than 1.5x and a latency reduction of two orders of magnitude compared to the baselines. However, some of the key design aspects of FLUID also result in some performance compromises. The performance of FLUID will be measured and discussed in detail.

2) **Transaction Throughput:** Fig. 11(a) illustrates the continuous transaction throughput of FLUID and baselines under different transaction volumes.

**Baselines:** In the current experimental configuration, the throughput of EOS is basically stable at 400 tx/s as the transaction volume increases to 4000. Note that the throughput refers to the number of continuous transactions, and each transaction contains a $T_{Req}$, a $T_{Resp}$ and a $T_{ACK}$. When we deploy 12 nodes and let them perform block mining on 3 chains in parallel, the throughput of OHIE will stabilize at 300-400 tx/s as the transaction volume grows. We observe that there is no significant difference between EOS and OHIE in terms of throughput performance.

**FLUID:** FLUID has a significant improvement in throughput compared to OHIE and EOS when dealing with continuous transaction workloads. FLUID’s throughput is basically stable at 600 tx/s when the transaction volume reaches 2000. When the transaction volume in the system reaches 10000, FLUID’s throughput can reach 1.5x and 2x compared with EOS and OHIE in the same environment, respectively. This is due to the fact that FLUID eliminates the resource overhead of block packing and the overhead of multiple rounds of network broadcasts.

Further, we tested the impact of key aspects of FLUID on system throughput. We tested the system throughput of FLUID without enabling the dependency tracking structure and TCG-based conflict resolution mechanism, respectively. Fig. 12 illustrates the impact of these designs on system throughput. It can be seen that for the same amount of data, the throughput of FLUID is almost equal to that of the system with only the dependency tracking structure disabled. This indicates that the introduction of the dependency tracking structure does not have a significant impact on the system throughput. This is because the dependency tracking structure does not change the basic transaction processing of the DAG blockchain system, but only imposes constraints on the relationships between transactions. In addition, the system without TCG-based conflict resolution has a 1.8x throughput improvement compared to FLUID. TCG-based conflict resolution limits the throughput performance. This is because transactions need to be validated by a trusted consensus group when they are submitted. Although the overhead of validating individual transactions is small, the overall performance degradation due to congestion is inevitable as the volume of transactions increases.

3) **Transaction Latency:** We measured the latency performance of FLUID and the baseline when processing continuous transactions at different transaction volumes.

**EOS:** As shown in Fig. 13, when 1000 transactions are submitted per second, the transaction submission latency in EOS exceeds 5 s, which is 1.7x that of OHIE and 7x that of FLUID. Moreover, the processing latency of continuous transactions in EOS appears to increase approximately linearly. As depicted...
in Fig. 11(b), when the volume of transactions reaches 10,000, the processing latency of each continuous transaction in EOS exceeds 30 s, which is 1.9x that of OHIE and 48x that of FLUID. Although the throughput of EOS is not much worse than FLUID, its considerable transaction latency is unacceptable.

**OHIE**: It is worth noting that, when the volume of transactions grows, OHIE yields much lower transaction submission latency and transaction processing latency than EOS, as shown in Fig. 13. This is due to the fact that blocks can be packed in parallel, and fewer transactions are queued for packing under the same condition. However, parallel packing results in blocks containing duplicate transactions, which in turn affects the system throughput. As depicted in Fig. 11(b), although the latency of OHIE is reduced, its continuous transaction processing latency is still 30x than FLUID at a transaction volume of 10,000, with an average latency of 18 seconds per continuous transaction, which is still inefficient.

**FLUID**: By contrast, FLUID has a huge advantage over EOS and OHIE in terms of latency performance. When submitting transactions to the system at a frequency of 1000 transactions per second, FLUID’s transaction submission latency is only 735.4 ms, which is an order of magnitude lower than EOS and OHIE. The continuous transaction processing latency advantage is more significant, as shown in Fig. 11(b), when the transaction volume reaches 10,000. FLUID is two orders of magnitude lower compared to EOS and OHIE. This is due to the transaction-based granularity of transaction processing in the FLUID model. Combining the latency overhead of FLUID transactions from submission to execution completion, as shown in the Fig. 14, we find that the transaction submission phase accounts for more than 75% of the latency overhead. This is because the TCG-based conflict resolution mechanism needs to go through the validation and network transmission of the transaction, which introduces additional overhead. However, this is necessary to ensure the reliable execution of continuous transactions.

4) **Verification Latency**: In this series of experiments, we evaluate the latency of nodes to validate checkpoint transactions under different access pressures. According to the analysis results in Section IV-C, the number of unvalidated transactions in the DAG will reach a relatively stable state when the data flow rate is stable. In FLUID, to ensure the consistency of DAG data, we need to submit checkpoint transactions periodically, which requires nodes to pack the unvalidated transactions in the DAG at the current moment and verify their checksums. If the capacity of unvalidated transactions in the DAG is uncontrollable, the checkpoint validation overhead will be unaffordable. As shown in Fig. 15, we submit access requests to FLUID at a rate of 200 to 800 transactions per second (TXs/s). We observe that the latency becomes relatively stable after a certain time, and the size of this stable value is related to the transaction rate.

To further observe the stable state of the checkpoint verification latency, we reduce the transaction rate to 200 TXs/s when the stabilization is reached at different transaction rates. As shown in Fig. 15, it can be observed that the latency gradually decreases and eventually reaches the same steady state as in the case of maintaining a rate of 200 TXs/s. In summary, the checkpoint verification latency tends to stabilize at different transaction rates, hence, such a performance is within an acceptable range and does not affect the overall system performance in processing continuous transactions.

5) **Storage Overhead**: While a checkpoint-based data consistency verification mechanism can address the weak consistency of DAG-based blockchain data, the system sacrifices more storage space due to the introduction of checksums and
checkpoint transactions. We evaluated the storage overhead of the checkpoint-based data consistency validation mechanism. First, we tested the storage overhead of the checkpoint mechanism. We tested the storage space occupied by the checkpoint when there are $10^3$ to $10^6$ transactions are completed in FLUID. The experimental results show that the checkpoint mechanism for $10^6$ transactions will occupy about 24 MB of storage space. This includes, in addition to the checkpoint data, the indexes we set up during the experiment for fast retrieval.

In addition, we evaluated the overhead of checkpoint transactions. We set FLUID to perform a checkpoint synchronization every 1 minute and submit requests to the system at a rate of 200 to 800 TXs/s, respectively. We test the storage space occupied by the checkpoint-based mechanism every 24 hours under the above operation state, and the experimental results are shown in Fig. 16(b). Even with a transaction rate of 800 TXs/s and a synchronization frequency of once per minute, the additional overhead generated per day is only 8.8 MB, which is almost negligible compared to the transaction data generated.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design FLUID, a DAG-based blockchain system capable of handling continuous transactions efficiently. Specifically, it builds a transaction dependency tracking structure on top of an efficient DAG-based blockchain storage model, allowing continuous transactions in complex applications to be processed sequentially based on dependencies interactively. To prevent intermediate states of continuous transactions from affecting the atomicity of transactions, we design a conflict resolution mechanism with the help of a trusted miners group. To compensate for the weak consistency of the DAG-based blockchain, we design a checkpoint-based consistency verification method to enhance the data consistency guarantee among nodes. Our extensive experiments have demonstrated that FLUID improves the throughput by 66% over the state-of-the-art, with lower latencies by two orders of magnitude.
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